
How to install your 
Ultralift Aqualift 
Swim Spa Cover Lifter 

� 
AQUALIFT� 
Swim Spa Cover Lifter 

This is your step-by-step guide to installing the Aqualift Swim Spa Cover Lifter on to your swim spa. 

Begin by opening the box your cover lifter came in and check the contents against the installation guide to 

ensure you have all the components required. 

PLEASE NOTE: That the assembly of your Aqualift Swim Spa Cover Lifter System will be done in two 

stages. The first stage is the assembly and installation of the Aqualift Stand Lower Assembly. 

The second stage is the assembly and installation of the Aqualift Lifer Upper Assembly on to the Stand 

Lower Assembly and swim spa. The parts list for both stages appears at the below starting on this page. 

Before you begin make sure your swim spa is completely empty of water and have your Bi-fold 
Cover installed (set on top of the swim spa).

PLEASE NOTE: If you purchase a send set- the same parts list is representative of what should be present 
(provided) for the installation of the second set of Aqualift Swim Spa Cover Stands for the other end of your 
swim spa. 

At this time we also ask you to review the Parts listed for Stage Two (appears after Step 4a in the 

instructions) for the assembly and installation of the Aqualift Swim Spa Cover Lifter Upper Assembly 

COMPLETE PARTS LISTS: 

STAGE ONE: 

Aqualift Lower Stand Assembly Parts: 

0 2x Aqualift Stand Base Plate (Floor Plates) 

f) 2x Aqualift Stand Base
E) 2x Aqualift Stand Upright

0 2x Aqualift Stand Bracket

Aqualift Lower Stand Hardware Bag: 
f) 16x 1 /4" / 3/4" Long Button Socket Cap Bolts

(Black Zinc Plated JS 500 Coated)

0 Bx 1 /4" Nylon Insert Locknuts (JS 500 Coated) 

G 20x 5/8" Pan Phillip Tek Self-Tapping Screws 
(JS 500) 

0 20x Plastic Black Cover Caps 

To view the easy to follow Installation 
Video that pertains to this Cover Lifter, 
please go to: 

www.ultrapoolandspa.com/videos 





Stage One: 
Aqualift Lower Stand Assembly Parts 

Step One: 
Measurement for Aqualift Lower Stand Assembly Set-up 

1 a) Take the measuring tape and measure the distance from the ground, deck, or concrete pad up 
to the lip (edge) of the acrylic. Take a note of the measuring tape and ensure you measure twice. 
Your Measurement is ____ _ 

Step Two: 
Assembling Aqualift Lower Stand Assembly 
2a) On a flat surface place the AquaLJft Stand Base (Floor) Plate O right side up and place the 

AquaLJft Stand Base 8 on the raised portion of the Base (Floor) Plate O so that the open 
side of the AquaLJft Stand Base 8 faces the large flat portion of the AquaLJft Stand Base 
(Floor) Plate O as shown in Image (2a). LJne-up the holes so that you can secure the Stand 
Base (Floor) Plate Oto the Stand Base f) with four Button Socket Cap Screws C,. You will 
need to repeat this step one more times so that you have two completed AquaLJft Base 
assemblies comprising of parts (0 & f)) as shown. 

2b) Now place the Aqualift Stand Upright E) in the slot of Aqualift Stand Base assembly 
(8 & Gl and lay the entire assembly as the long plate facing up. Now adjust the upright in 
the base channel and line up the holes with your measurement from 1 a) without going over.
You will need to repeat this step until you have your Aqualift 
Base/Stand assemblies comprising of parts (8, 8 & E)). 
Once aligned, secure the Aqualift Stand Upright E) with standing base (8 & Gl with four 
1/4" Button Socket Cap Bolts O and four Nylon Insert Locknuts (i). You will need to repeat 
this entire Step 2b) one more time so that you have two completed AquaLJft Base/Stand 
assemblies comprising of parts (8, 8 & E)). 

Note: Both of yourAqualift Swim Spa Cover Lifter Lower Assemblies should be of the same height. 

2c) The height that you will be mounting the AquaLJft Stand Base Bracket O that holds your 
AquaLJft Lifter Bracket and assembly is just below the upper edge of the AquaLJft Stand 
Upright E). Make sure that the bracket is facing the opposite way that the AquaLJft Base/Stand 
assemblies (0, f) & E)) is facing (the large flat area of the floor plate as shown). 

TIP: If you are installing the Aqualift Swim Spa Cover Lifter without a second person, you 
can use a piece of tape to hold the Aqualift Stand Base Bracket O in place.

2d) Slide the AquaLJft Stand Base Bracket O over the top of the upright & secure with eight 
#10 5/8 Pan Phillip Tek Screws O below the top of the upright. As shown & place eight 

#10 Black Plastic Cover Caps O on the screw heads. You will need to repeat this entire 
step 2d) one more time so that you have two complete fully assembled AquaLJft Base/Stand 
assemblies comprising of parts (0, f), E) & 0)  

You have completed Stage One and now have two complete Aqualift Base/Stand assemblies. 
PLEASE NOTE: When your Aqualift Base/Stand assemblies are completed 

brackets position should be at the same height. 

Step Three: 
Calculations for positioning Aqualift Base/Stand Assembly on 
Swim Spa & establishing the Pivot Point. 

Now it's time to determine the position of both Aqualift Base/Stand assemblies. 
3a) Start by measuring the length one of your spa covers (as shown). 

Your Measurement is ____ _ - Measure from here to here
-CJ

3b) Then measure the cover (thickness) at fold, this is the middle of the one cover 
(Do not include the Cover flap in your measurement as shown). 

Your Measurement is _____ _ 
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3c) Then take your measurement from 3a) ___ _, divide that by four (4) which 
equals---� then subtract your cover thickness measurement 3b) ____ which 
then equals ___ _, then subtract an addition 1 (Inch) from your calculation which 
equals ___ _ 

Your Final Measurement is _____ . (This is your "Pivot Point")

Now using a straight edge (you can use the Centre Poles flat surface) from the back of the 
Swim Spa and measure out the (pivot point) distance, using Painter's tape and a pencil indicate 
(mark) that distance measured along the acrylic lip of the swim spa (as shown). 
Repeat this step on the opposite side. 

This measurement you indicated on your swim spa is THE PIVOT POINT. 

Step Four: 
Install your Aqualift Base/Stand assemblies (0, G, E), & 0) 
on your swim spa. 

4a) Slide your Aqualift Base/Stand assembly (0, fj, E), & 0) underneath the swim spa 
5 inches forward (toward's the Centre of the swim spa) from The Pivot Point you marked 
with painters tape on the acrylic lip of the swim spa. 
Repeat this step for the other side (opposite side). 

PLEASE NOTE: In order to lift the corner of your swim spa to install the Aqualift Base/Stand 
assembly (0, fj, E), & 0) underneath you will need to lift the swim spa 1/4" inch or so. You 
can most likely use a flat pry bar. Slip it under one corner to lift the spa just enough to slide the 
base plate under. Repeat this process on the other side. 

TIP: To install this system, we recommend having a second person to assist 

and the swim spa must be empty. 

Stage Two: 
Step Five: 
Preparing & Installing Aqualift Upper Lifter Assembly Bracket 
5a) Install the Ball Studs e at the end of Aqualift Bracket Cl) look for the two pre-drilled holes) 

using a½" socket & ½" wrench secure each ball stud e with the Nylon Insert Locknuts �
Then insert the Square Cap e at the other end of the Aqualift Bracket. 

5b) Now slide the Aqualift Bracket O into your Aqualift Stand Bracket O and line up the "Pivot 
Point" to the top hole on the Aqualift Bracket O as shown. 

PLEASE NOTE: Double check to ensure that the top hole lines up with the marking of 
pivot point on swim spa. 

5c) Secure the Aqualift Bracket O on the Aqualift Stand Base Bracket O using 
2 X #10 x 5/8 Pan Phillip Tek Screws f). 

Repeat this entire step of assembly one more time till you have two Aqualift Stands opposite 
one another with the Aqualift Upper Lifter Assembly Bracket installed and the Pivot Point Lined up 
as described above. 

Step Six: Pivot ARM Assembly 
6a) Slide the Pivot Support Arm Insert e into the Pivot Arm (Round) 'f) and line up the holes. 
Now slip on the ORI Stopper e over the Pivot Support Arm Insert � so that the narrow gap in 
the bracket fits over the narrow flat sides of the Pivot Support Arm Insert � (as shown) and the 
holes that appear in the wider end of the bracket line up with the holes in the end of the Pivot Arm 
(Round) e and the ORI Stopper«!). Now install all four Ball Studs e and hand tighten. 
PLEASE NOTE: On what side the three pre-drilled holes are facing on Pivot Arm e. Right or Left. 
Repeat this step for the other side, making sure the 
pre-drill three holes on the Pivot Arm a) are facing the 
opposite way and install Ball Studs e, hand tighten. 
Repeat this entire step of assembly one more 
on the opposite side of the swim spa. 
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Step Seven: Assembling Side Support ARM 
7a) Slide the Cover Hook Gr, on the long end the Side Support Arm CD. Repeat this on the 

other Side Support Arm CD. 
NOTE: To determine left and right-side Support Arms CD, lay the long end of the arm across the 

fold of cover as the flat surface facing back of the swim spa. 
7b) Lay the Centre Pole C along the fold and slide each of the Side Support Arms (J) into the 

Centre Pole � at the same time be sure to slide the Cover Hook's Gr, hook post under the 
seem of cover as shown. 

Step Eight: 
Assembly of Pivot Arm to Side Support Arm and Aqualift Bracket 

Ba) Lift the Side Support Arm (J) toward the back of the swim spa and slide the Pivot Arm G 
Assembly into the Side Support Arm (J) being sure that ORI Stopper 4!) is facing upward, and 
the three pre-drilled holes in the Pivot Arm G are facing out. 

Sb) Now attach the Pivot Arm f) to the Aqualift Brackets E) using Nylon Washers e, 
Clevis Pin � and Hitch Pin e as shown in image. 

Be) Now line up the Centre Pole C side support assembly one inch back from the fold line and 
secure the Pivot Arm f) to the Side Support Arm (J) using three 5/8 Zinc Pan Phillip Self 
Tapping Screws e and three #10 Dome Black Caps e. 

8d) Slide the Centre Pole � in the Centre of the cover and align the five holes on each side with 
the Side Support Arm (J) holes to secure with 5/8" Button Socket Cap Screws@. 

Step Nine: Final Set-up Install the Gas Shocks e 
9a) Install the barrel end of the Hydraulic Gas Shock e on the Pivot Arm Ball Studs on both the 

sides of your swim spa (at the same end but on the opposite corner of the swim spa). 
9b) Fold the cover back, lifting it to a 45 degree angle approximately, snap the other end of 

the Gas shock e to the Aqualift Bracket Ball Stud. Complete this on the opposite the side 
of your swim spa (at the same end of the swim spa). 

9c) Slide the Aqualift Cover G on to the Aqualift Bracket and secure with 10/24 x 2 Pan Ouadrex 
Machine Screw e and Nylon Insert Locknut G on both the side. Complete this on opposite 
the side of your swim spa as well (at the same end of the swim spa). 

9d) Next install the Foam Grip $ onto the Side Support Arm CD and insert the Large Round Black 
Plastic Caps G into the upper end of the Side Support Arm CD. It is the handle you will use to 

lift your cover. 

Tip: Use a Small Flat Head Screwdriver to lift off the Plastic Black Screw Caps C), e e, & G 
if the occasion ever arises that requires their removal. 

You have now installed one end of your Aqualift Swim Spa Cover Lifter. 

Remember ... to always make sure the the cover is completely unlocked from the swim spa in order to fold back your cover before using 
the Cover Lifter to lift the cover into its final resting place - this ensures a longer life for your cover and Cover Lifter, extending your enjoyment of 
your swim spa. 






